Meeting Notes of the
University Facilities Planning Board
August 31, 2010

Members Present: Susan Agre-Kippenhan - Chair, Walt Banziger - Vice Chair, Jim Becker, Kurt Blunck, Ritchie Boyd for Joe Fedock (for items 1, 2, 3, 50), Allyson Bristor, Jeff Butler, Michael Everts, Joe Fedock, Jeffrey Jacobsen, Patricia Lane, Tom McCoy, Ed Mooney, Jim Rimpau, Craig Roloff, Tom Stump, Jim Thull

Members Absent: Mandy Hansen, Kasey Welles – ASMSU, Allen Yarnell, Brenda York*

Guests: Victoria Drummond, Lindsay Schack, Dennis Raffensperger, Facilities Planning, Design & Construction; Paula Lutz, Dean of Letters & Science; Sheron McIlhattan, University Business Services; Loren Acton, Dana Longcope, Dick Smith, Physics Department; Mariah Lord, Exponent

The University Facilities Planning Board met beginning at 3:30 pm to discuss the following:

Chair announced a change in the agenda order and started with item #4.

**ITEM No. 4 – Recommendation – NSO National Solar Observatory Proposal**

Banziger gave an overview of the proposal and requested a recommendation for the preferred National Solar Observatory (NSO) site location which would be reserved for three years or until the NSO renders a decision as to which University’s proposal it will accept, whichever comes first. The NSO in association with the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) is seeking to partner with a host institution to consolidate its directorate operations currently located in New Mexico and Arizona into a single facility. It is important that the university chosen has a strong Solar Physics program so they can do partnerships in teaching, research and recruitment of students and researchers. MSU Physics Department has received approval from the President and VP of Research to enter a competitive proposal which demonstrates MSU’s ability to support both the NSO research operations and foster recruitment and development of solar education. MSU is one of a dozen universities competing; the proposal is due December 30, 2010.

A reserved site for this facility must be presented to the President within the next two weeks for approval. Working with the Physics Department, Facilities Planning Design and Construction (FPDC) will hire a consultant, Place Architect, who will develop conceptual sketches for the site showing what the building could look like and develop some estimates also. Real construction costs can then be put together so a good business plan can be included with the proposal as to how this building could be funded, and lease costs considerations.

On July 20, 2010, ten possible campus sites were presented to UFPB for the location of the NSO facility. Eight of the sites were east of S. 19th Street and two west of S. 19th Street. Last week, FPDC met with the Physics Department and narrowed the ten sites to a preferred three sites that Physics believed would be competitive for their proposal. The preferred three sites (not in any specific order) are South Gatton, Huffman Lot, and Faculty Court (also referred to as Research Court). All three sites are on the east side of S. 19th Street and south of Grant Street (aerial photo attached). The sites chosen are close to the core of campus because the facility is intended to house the 60 NSO personnel, and there will be a strong connection to MSU’s academic programs and the Solar Physics program in EPS. Researchers working for NSO could work as adjunct faculty and teach in facilities on our campus while in turn, the proposal would host up to ten MSU faculty members to work with the NSO personnel; possibly 20 - 25 grad students in the facility; and a seminar space and a classroom so classes can be taught there. This would provide a strong tie for the federal research component as well as the academic component provided by MSU.

In concurrence with support from the VP of Research, Provost, VP of Administration and Finance, and the Dean of Letters and Science, the site that UFPB recommends is close to the academic core of campus and the Physics Department’s Solar group operations located in EPS in order to facilitate a strong academic partnership between University and NSF operations. The intent of this site is to provide a facility that will facilitate a strong tie between the federal research component of NSO and the academic component provided by MSU. If the proposal is successful with Research Court as the reserved site, the site will also provide an anchor building for future development of the Research Court area in accordance with the University Long Range Campus Development Plan (LRCDP).

Longcope stated that the Physics Department would like to show the NSO how they would be integrated with MSU. By having MSU faculty having offices in the same building they have their offices in, with MSU graduate students and their
graduate students sharing the same quarters, they would be integrated. That level of integration is essential to the proposal. Having a site chosen and an actual lease cost are essential to making a proposal that they can compare with competing proposals. NSO is a government agency and it will lease this building from whoever builds it. MSU will specify in the proposal the length of the lease. The proposed project will not rely on any student fees or tuition for funding.

McCoy commented that MSU will have stiff competition from at least two other universities. MSU has a strong group of faculty that are doing internationally recognized solar physics research and education programs which gives MSU an advantage. Other states will be putting state dollars into their proposals, MSU will most likely not. Having a location we can offer that shows true synergy with the scientists and engineers that are part of the NSO Solar Observatory will make MSU’s proposal competitive. That is a good reason to find a location near EPS, Roberts and Cobleigh complex. Getting it built requires the Board of Regents as well as the Governor’s approval prior to the submission deadline of December 30, 2010. A way of funding the project needs to be explored; university bonding is a possibility. McCoy suggested Faculty Court would be the best candidate. A backup site off campus should also be considered as an alternative site.

Lutz interjected that one of the strongest aspects of MSU’s proposal is a strong Solar Physics program. The stronger the connection MSU can show with the academic side, the stronger the proposal will be. Having it close to the EPS Building will be a positive aspect of the proposal and preferred the sites of South Gatton and Faculty Court.

Roloff stated that Faculty Court has potential as an anchor for future research development and is an attractive site for the proposal, and there would be no need to take out or add parking stalls.

Fedock echoed the comments made by Lutz, McCoy and Roloff. Also, the benefit of the facility is, in addition to the outstanding solar physicists that MSU has and the Graduate Program, the ability to build upon that in the general area of astronomy more broadly. There are potential considerations of departmental name changes that would reflect the ability to provide a much broader academic curriculum in the general area of astronomy for which then would be a significant attractor to undergraduate students as well as the Graduate Program expertise.

The criteria that narrowed down the choices to three sites were the proximity to the EPS location and cost factors. Faculty Court, as well as the other two preferred sites, will need infrastructure upgrade costs of $600 K to $1 Million (part of the lease). A negotiation with the Forestry Department would allow an easement to access Faculty Court through the parking lot. Other access possibilities to Faculty Court could be explored by Place Architect. Facilities prefers the Faculty Court site and South Gatton site.

Acton pointed out that this is a growth opportunity and an excellent recruiting tool where MSU would have the most visible and strongest Solar Physics program in the country.

McCoy moved that the Faculty Court be the preferred National Solar Observatory (NSO) site location which would be reserved for up to three years while the proposal is being reviewed or until NSO decision, whichever is sooner. Stump seconded the motion; it was approved unanimously with the proxy vote of York.

McCoy, Roloff, Fedock and several audience members and guests left.

**ITEM No. 1 – Approval of Meeting Notes**
Stump moved to approve the meeting notes from August 3, 2010. Butler seconded the motion. The meeting notes were approved unanimously.

**ITEM No. 2 – Executive Committee Report**
Banziger reported on two items:

1. Cheever Service Drive – Walt Banziger and Jeff Butler met with Bill Clinton and Chris Livingston to discuss their usage of the area behind the facility. It was agreed to allow the temporary storage there of the remaining wood from the Chemistry/Biochemistry site. The wood will be used this fall for projects by students. At a later date, a long term meeting will occur with them regarding better usage of the service drive. Jeff Jacobsen suggested that other users of the service drive beyond Architecture be included in the long term meeting. It was confirmed that other users would be included in the long term meeting.

2. Classroom Renovations – The Classroom Committee recently met and short-listed three small classrooms (50 people or less); three medium sized classrooms (51 – 115 person classrooms); and three large classrooms (115
person or more) prioritized for projects coming to UFPB shortly for review and approval. The three small classrooms funded for $370,000 for renovation are in AJM, Wilson and Roberts. If an additional $200,000 is secured, one of the medium sized classrooms in Wilson will be picked up for renovation. The largest classrooms will not make the cut with the funding available this year. The largest classrooms, one in Linfield, one in Roberts and one in Reid, will be dependent on what LRBP gives MSU out of the spring session. A decision will be made soon by the Provost Office and confirmed by Space Management and Registrar as to how the rooms will be configured - whether they will be standard lecture hall styled classrooms or should MSU be looking at collaborated learning such as pods, seminars or conference centers.

ITEM No. 3 – Consent Agenda - Gaines Commemorative Tribute Signage
Bristor made the motion to approve the consent agenda. Thull seconded the motion; it was approved unanimously with the proxy vote of York.

ITEM No. 5 – Recommendation – Herrick Food Lab Mechanical Equipment
This item was pulled from the agenda; it will be presented at a future meeting.

This meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.
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